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Abstract 

Economic theory presents human capital as playing a driving role in the process of economic 

and social development in the countries. Indeed, human capital is presented in several 

research works as a factor that promotes accelerated growth and sustainable development. 

Microeconomic analyzes also suggest that investments that improve the level of human 

capital contribute to improving the distribution of income, but also reduce poverty. However, 

these conclusions seem not to be shared by all researchers. This article aims to enlighten 

researchers and especially young researchers on the results of the analyzes of human capital’s 

effects on economic growth, income inequality, poverty and welfare. In order to achieve this 

objective, we collected information through search engines. This strategy required the 

definition of four equations with Boolean operators linking the key words of the study, i.e., 

‘education’ with ‘economic growth’, ‘income inequality’, ‘poverty’ and ‘welfare’. Based on 

the results obtained, we note the existence of a consensus around the effects of human capital 

on poverty and welfare. However, the results obtained for agricultural productivity, economic 

growth and income inequality remain mixed. One observation made in the literature is the use 

of education quantity as a proxy of human capital. As the definition of human capital is 

broader, education quantity cannot be a good proxy. We suggest some avenues for new 

research based on a more global human capital index, because this one takes into account 

other dimensions such as stunting, mortality, average number of years of education and 

education quality, 

JEL Classification: J24, O47, I32, O15 

Keywords: Human capital, Economic Growth, Poverty and welfare, Income inequalities  

1. Introduction  

Human capital plays an important role in the economic and social development process of 

nations. In the related literature, differences in investment efforts in human capital formation 

have generally been used to explain differences in the levels of economic development of 

countries (Schultz, 1961; Becker, 1964; Welch, 1970; Romer, 1986; Lucas, 1998, Kraay, 

2018; Collin & Weil, 2020). In this literature, it can be noted, for example, that nations that 

have accumulated more wealth are those that have invested consistently in the education and 

health of their population. In doing so, they have a sufficient stock of human resources to 

innovate quickly and/or to adopt new technologies more easily. In contrast, poor nations, 

because they have not invested sufficiently in the education and health of their population at 

the outset, have difficulty getting off the ground economically, as their level of human capital 

does not allow them to take advantage of technological progress more quickly and thus to 

make productivity gains.  

In the literature on the analysis of human capital effects, existing research has very often used 

the quantity of education (number of years) as a proxy. Also, in these researches, estimation 

results have been obtained using various techniques (Ordinary least square, instrumental 

variables, Triple least square, method of generalized moments, etc.) and data categories (time 

series, cross section and panel). From the analysis of the results of the different studies, we 
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note a lack of consensus. For example, for the same theme treated, the results vary 

substantially depending on the approach used, the nature of the data and the context of the 

study. This divergence in conclusions does not make it easy for young researchers and those 

not experienced in the subject to understand the orientations of the analysis of human capital 

effects. The aim of this article is to provide readers with an organized literature and relevant 

information on the effects of human capital from education on lot of key variables 

(productivity, economic growth, income inequality, poverty, and welfare).  

In both empirical and theoretical work, a section is usually devoted to the literature review. 

Constructing a good literature review is often not an obvious exercise for young researchers. 

Very often, they simply present a compilation of abstracts of articles as a literature review. A 

good literature review requires a good knowledge of the related literature, but also synthesis 

skills. It should have an analytical structure that allows the researcher to specify his or her 

contribution very clearly in relation to existing work or to choose a method of analysis. It is 

with all these requirements in mind that this article is written to help researchers who are 

mainly taking their first steps in research to develop good writing approaches. This article 

also provides seasoned researchers with basic resources to start their research work. Finally, 

the article suggests new avenues of research around the analysis of human capital effects.  

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology used to 

select the articles. Section 3 presents the analytical basis for the conclusions of the selected 

work. Section 4 presents the limitations of the previous work and proposes new avenues for 

research. Section 5 concludes the article.  

2. Methodology  

In this section, we present the methodology used to select the articles that were used to build 

the literature review discussed below. The selected works focus on studies linking human 

capital to variables such as agricultural productivity, income inequality, economic growth, 

poverty, and well-being. For each theme discussed, the works are organized according to the 

type of data and the similarity of the research results. For example, in presenting the work on 

the analysis of the effects of human capital on income inequality, we proceed as follows. First, 

we organize the selected articles into two groups, i.e., those that analyze the effects of 

educational variation on income inequality and those that focus on the analysis of the 

relationship between inequalities in access to education and income inequality. Secondly, we 

specify the type of data used (cross-section, panel, etc.) while discussing the nature of the 

relationship obtained, i.e., absence of effects of human capital on income inequality or 

presence of positive/negative effects of human capital on income inequality.  

The articles are obtained via well-known search engines. These include Google Scholar, 

Sciences Direct and the online resources of the University of Sherbrooke. Some articles were 

downloaded directly from the sites of the journals where they were published. We also 

consulted methodological manuals, dissertations, and theses online and in the libraries of the 

University of Lomé, the University of Bamako, the Thomas Sankara University, the 

University of Sherbrooke, etc. Other relevant information was collected at conferences 

(Canadian Society of Economics, Canadian Economics Association, International Conference 
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of the Francophonie, etc.). The collection of information through search engines required the 

definition of four in order to determine the documentation that fits the objective of the article. 

These equations with Boolean operators link the key words of this study, i.e., ‘education’ with 

‘economic growth’, ‘income inequality’, ‘poverty’ and ‘welfare’.  

A total of 201 articles were pre-selected. More concretely, the selection procedure was as 

follows. In a first step, we pre-selected works that analyze the effects of human capital on the 

productivity of agricultural firms, economic growth, income inequality, poverty, and 

well-being. Given the abundance of work on these topics, we established selection criteria to 

obtain the articles of interest. These criteria are based mainly on the title of the article, the 

rating of the journal in which it is published, the frequency with which the article is cited and 

the date of its publication. Based on the above criteria, we have selected those articles that 

provide relevant information in terms of research methodology and originality. In the 

following section, the conclusions of these findings are discussed.  

3. Literature on the Effects of Human Capital  

The objective of this article is to present in a structured way the conclusions of the studies on 

the analysis of the effects of human capital. Since the various studies we cite use education as 

a proxy for human capital, in the rest of the paper we will use the notion of education to refer 

to human capital. In what follows, we first present the conclusions of the work on the 

relationship between education and agricultural productivity. Then, we present successively 

those related to the effects of education on economic growth, income inequality, poverty, and 

well-being.  

3.1 Education and Agricultural Productivity  

According to Douillet & Girard (2013), agricultural productivity measures the efficiency of 

the use of production factors (land, capital, labor) in a given agro-ecological environment and 

political and socio-economic context. In other words, agricultural productivity provides 

information on the efficiency with which inputs are transformed into outputs, i.e., the 

efficiency of the production process. There are several indicators of agricultural productivity. 

The most commonly used in the literature are: total factor productivity (TFP), land 

productivity, agricultural labor productivity, intermediate consumption productivity and 

capital productivity. TFP is more comprehensive and reflects the efficiency of the use of all 

factors of production (land, labor, physical and human capital). Other productivity concepts 

are partial and are calculated by dividing output by the quantity of the factor concerned. For 

example, labor productivity is obtained by dividing total output by the quantity of labor used. 

While TFP is the most suitable indicator for assessing the efficiency of the production process, 

as it provides information on the share of growth attributable to innovations; for practical 

reasons due to the difficulties in assessing it, the other indicators are the most widely used in 

the literature to discuss the concept of productivity in agriculture. In doing so, we focus on 

agricultural productivity arising from human capital investment. In other words, we are 

interested in the variation in the level of agricultural productivity induced by the variation in 

the level of education.  
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In the literature on the analysis of the effects of education on agricultural productivity, several 

studies have concluded that the level of agricultural productivity is higher when farmers are 

educated. In this vein, researchers such as Nguyen (1979), Lockheed et al., (1980), Kawagoe 

et al., (1985), Abegaz (1994), Besley et al., (1994), Foster & Rosenzweig (1995), Seyoum et 

al (1998), Foster & Rosenzweig (2004), Weir & Knight (2004), Munshi (2004), Jolliffe 

(2004), Kurosaki & Khan (2006), Alene et al., (2008), Githinji et al., (2011), Davis et al., 

(2012), Gille (2011), Reimers & Klasen (2013), Gille (2013), Mussa (2014); Okpachu et al., 

(2014) and Andrianarison et al., (2022) found in their study that education positively and 

significantly affects agricultural productivity. The reasons given for this result can be 

summarized in four points. These points are presented in the following.  

First, education improves farmers' managerial skills. The acquisition of these skills promotes 

optimal allocation of available resources, such as precision in pesticide dosage and fertilizer 

use (Asadullah & Rahman, 2009; Reimers & Klasen, 2013). Second, education helps to 

correct the problem of information asymmetry that prevails in markets.  

Educated farmers will, for example, pay better prices for inputs and receive better prices for 

their output (Nelson & Phelps, 1966; Welch, 1970; Lockheed et al., 1979; Schultz, 1975; 

Schultz & Schultz, 1982; Asfaw & Admassie, 2004; Salahuddin et al., 2020). This advantage 

held by educated farmers may allow them to make better profits from the marketing of their 

produce. The third point relates to the effect of education on technological adoption. 

Educated farmers are quicker to innovate or adopt new production techniques because they 

have the knowledge to distinguish between promising and unpromising technologies (Nelson 

& Phelps, 1966; Feder et al., 1985; Lin, 1991; Foster & Rosenzweig, 1995; Asfaw & 

Admassie, 2004; Weir & Knight, 2004; Myeni et al., 2019). For example, while educated 

farmers adopt the new technology, illiterate farmers will wait until it has proven itself in 

terms of yield before adopting it. Reimers & Klasen (2013) explain that rapid adoption of 

new technologies by educated farmers creates a first mover advantage. Finally, a fourth and 

related point concerns the impact of education on reducing farmers' risk aversion (Knight et 

al., 2003). Reducing risk perception accelerates the adoption of new technologies that are 

often risky but potentially very profitable (Asadullah & Rahman, 2009). Based on the results 

of the work presented above, we find that education mainly affects agricultural productivity 

through its effects on the adoption of new technologies, the improvement of farmers' 

managerial skills and the management of information asymmetry.  

However, it should be noted that although there seems to be a broad consensus in the 

literature on the direction of the relationship between education and agricultural productivity, 

contradictory conclusions have been found in some studies. In terms of microeconomic 

analysis, the work of Battese & Coelli (1995) and Llewelyn & Williams (1996) concluded 

that the effect of improving the level of education of farmers on agricultural productivity was 

statistically insignificant. Using panel data, Vollrath (2007) also found no effect of education 

on agricultural productivity in his sample countries. Craig et al., (1997) found an enigmatic 

negative effect of improved education on farm productivity. Phillips (1994), Lockheed et al., 

(1979), Asadullah & Rahman (2009) and Panda (2015) rely on the nature of the technology 

used in agricultural production activities to explain the origin of the differences in results 
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found in studies linking education and agricultural productivity. They argue that the impact of 

education is greater in economies where agricultural production is modernizing as is the case 

in developed countries, while its effects on agricultural productivity are weaker in 

sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America where agriculture is still at the traditional stage. In 

addition to using differences in education levels to explain differences in agricultural yields, 

the less intensive use of labor on large farms relative to small ones, differences in land quality 

and caste group membership could also explain the observed differences in agricultural 

productivity levels (Panda, 2015).  

3.2 Education and Economic Growth  

The neoclassical growth model is the standard framework par excellence that guides 

economists' thinking on discussions related to economic growth (Ramsey, 1928; Solow, 1956; 

Koopmans et al., 1963; Cass, 1965). In this model, the long-term growth rate depends on the 

exogenous growth rate of technical progress, while the short-term growth rate is an inverse 

function of the difference between the initial level of income and its level in the stationary 

state. The notion of conditional convergence is derived from the evolution of the short-term 

growth rate. It is characterized by the fact that the economy grows faster the lower its initial 

per capita income level is relative to its long-term target. However, the speed with which the 

economy converges to its steady state depends on the speed with which diminishing returns 

to capital take hold. Clearly, if capital is considered in its restrictive form, i.e., it includes only 

machinery and buildings, and excludes human resources, then diminishing returns will set in 

more quickly and under these conditions the rate of convergence will be high. From this point 

of view, Kahn (1992) argues that the speed of convergence calculated on the basis of physical 

capital alone is not in line with the empirical evidence. By introducing, however, human 

resources into the definition of capital, he obtains results that are closer to reality. In view of 

the conclusions of Kahn's (1992) work, it is therefore inappropriate to limit the analysis to the 

measurement of physical capital without taking into account human resources. The 

discussions in this section aim to show the importance of the role played by human capital, 

approximated by education, in the economic growth process. Nevertheless, in some research 

works this catalytic effect of human capital on economic growth is not systematic, as it 

depends on the structure of the country's economy. In what follows, we present the arguments 

underlying the reasoning of each school of thought.  

3.2.1 Positive Effects of Education on Economic Growth  

Economic theory presents human capital as an engine of economic growth. This driving role 

attributed to human capital has been highlighted in both theoretical and empirical analyses. At 

the theoretical level, Nelson & Phelps (1966) were among the first to show the importance of 

the role played by human capital in economic growth. Indeed, Nelson & Phelps (1966) 

constructed a model in which a country's ability to adopt new technology depends on its 

human capital endowment. On the basis of this consideration, they show that improving the 

level of human capital increases the speed of innovation and adoption of new technologies, 

which in turn improves the level of productivity of the economy and thus its level of growth. 

Following the work of Nelson & Phelps (1966), other authors such as Lucas (1989), Becker 
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et al., (1990) and Rebelo (1998) have also emphasized in their analysis the importance of the 

role played by human capital in the growth and development process of countries. In all the 

above works, human capital is approximated by the level of education.  

Empirical research on the relationship between human capital from education and economic 

growth confirms the results of the theoretical research presented above. This empirical work 

can be organized into two groups; the first using panel data and the second using 

cross-sectional data or time series. Among the works carried out using panel data, Barro 

(1991), Mankiw et al., (1992), Ashton & Green (1997), Blundell et al., (1999), Funke & 

Strulik (2000), Siggel & Ssemogerere (2000), Bils & Klenow (2000), Bassanini et al., (2001), 

De la Fuente & Doménech (2006), Kleynhans (2006), Cohen & Soto (2007), Maitra & 

Mukhopadhyay (2012), Riley (2014); Maitra (2016) and Mashamba et al., (2022) use average 

levels of education to show that improving the level of human capital is a necessary condition 

for achieving accelerated and sustained growth. In this literature, the role played by human 

capital in economic growth is explained by two distinct but complementary effects: the level 

effect and the rate effect. The level effect corresponds to the role of human capital in labor 

productivity, while the rate effect relates to the increase in competitive advantage induced by 

innovation and technological diffusion.  

The results of the analysis of the effects of human capital on economic growth obtained from 

data collected at the level of a single country are consistent with those obtained with panel 

data. Indeed, Heckman (2005) used the case of China to show that the economic performance 

of this country has been improved over time thanks to substantial investments in human 

capital formation. Abbas & Nasir (2001) also analyzed the role of human capital in the 

economic growth of Pakistan and Sri Lanka. The results obtained from their analysis support 

the idea that human capital plays a fundamental role in the development process of a country 

through its positive effects on economic growth. Similar results are also obtained from the 

case of Saudi Arabia and are discussed in the article by Bokhari (2017).  

3.2.2 Counter-Intuitive Effects of Education on Economic Growth  

The traditional view that human capital is a major determinant of economic growth is not 

unanimous in the related literature. Indeed, statistical evidence on unemployment and 

economic growth from some developed and developing countries questions the systematic 

positive effect of human capital on economic growth. For example, the work of Čadil et al., 

(2014) shows that human capital must first reflect the economic structure of a country before 

improving its level can generate positive effects on economic growth. Otherwise, the 

expansion of education is likely to lead to higher unemployment rates due to crowding out 

and imbalances in the labor market. In the same vein, the work of Lindahl et al., (2001), 

López-Bazo & Motellón (2012), Ramos et al., (2012), and Cadil et al., (2013), based on the 

case of European Union countries, also shows the importance of the economic structure of 

the country in explaining the positive effects of human capital on economic growth.  

Other analyses clearly conclude that investment in human capital formation has no systematic 

effect on economic growth. Using the case of East Asian countries, Li & Liang (2010) find 

that the effects of human capital on economic growth are statistically insignificant. Benhabib 
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& Spiegel (1994) used data from developed and developing countries to analyze the role of 

human capital in economic growth. In their analysis strategy, they construct a first model that 

estimates the effect of human capital on economic growth using a Cobb-Douglas function. 

The results obtained with this first method cast doubt on the driving role attributed to human 

capital in the growth process of nations. In an alternative model, they allow human capital to 

vary to directly influence total factor productivity. The results obtained with the latter model 

allow them to obtain positive effects of the improvement of the level of human capital on 

economic growth.  

From the above, a few salient points need to be highlighted. First, human capital is 

approximated by the level of education, which is an imperfect proxy. Second, there is no 

consensus on the driving role of human capital in the economic growth process. Third, the 

results of estimates of the effects of human capital on economic growth depend on the nature 

of the data used, the structure of the economy under study and the model used.  

3.3 Human Capital and Income Inequality  

In the work cited in the following subsections, average years of education and inequalities in 

access to education are used respectively to approximate the level of human capital and 

inequalities in its distribution. In what follows, we first discuss the relationship between 

education and income inequality and secondly, we present the findings of the work linking 

inequalities in access to education and income inequalities.  

3.3.1 Education and Income Inequality  

In the literature linking human capital and income inequality, the average number of years of 

education has been used very often as a proxy for human capital. However, the findings of 

the work presented in this literature are mixed. Indeed, some show that education has a 

reducing effect on income inequality, some argue that there is no effect, and others point to 

enigmatic amplifying effects. In the following, we present a summary for each group 

followed by an interpretation of the counter-intuitive results.  

Using panel data, Park (1996), Sylwester (2002), Gregorio & Lee (2002), Checchi & Van de 

Werfhorst (2014); Abdullah et al., (2015) and Sari & Purwono, (2021) conclude that an 

increase in the average number of years of education leads to a reduction in income inequality. 

The same result is obtained by Yang (2002) using the case of China. In his analysis, Yang 

(2002) shows that the regions of China that are highly endowed with qualified human 

resources have less income inequality, while those that are less endowed have high income 

inequality. The work of Bourguignon (1994), and Shahpari & Davoudi (2014) on the 

respective cases of Brazil and Iran also show that the improvement in the level of human 

capital from education has contributed to significantly reducing the level of income inequality 

in these two countries. Other studies, including those by Schultz (1963), Lustig et al., (2012), 

Jaumotte et al., (2013) and Campos et al., (2016) have concluded that a large part of the 

income gap between richer and poorer individuals can be reduced by improving the 

educational level of the population.  

In contrast to the work that reports an inverse relationship between education and income 
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inequality, some have concluded that there are no effects and others that the effects are the 

opposite of those predicted by human capital theory. Focusing on the group of researchers 

whose findings point to an absence of effects, the work of Chiswick & Chiswick (1987) 

shows that labor market participation of highly educated individuals particularly leads to a 

change in the composition of the labor force, but the estimated effects of this participation on 

the distribution of income are statistically insignificant. Ram (1989) in his analysis also finds 

that improving the average number of years of education does not lead to statistically 

significant effects on the reduction of income inequality. Furthermore, Jallade (1982) finds 

from the case of Brazil that the improvement in the level of investment in education alone is 

not sufficient to bring about a significant reduction in the level of income inequality. He 

suggests that in addition to investment in education, policy makers need to put in place good 

income transfer policies in order to promote the achievement of greater equity in income 

distribution.  

Addressing research that concludes that educational expansion has negative effects on income 

inequality, the work of Jimenez (1986) & Glomm and Ravikumar (2003) shows that 

investments that increase the average number of years of education and its expansion 

generate more income inequality. Furthermore, the study by Lustig et al., (2004) on the 

dynamics of income inequality in Asian and Latin American countries concluded that 

improvements in the average years of education have led to an increase in the level of income 

inequality in this part of the world. In the work of Checchi (2001), it is also stated that the 

improvement in the level of education in Indonesia has led to greater inequality in household 

income.  

The work of Abdullah et al., (2015) on the relationship between education spending and 

income inequality may help to better understand the origin of the counter-intuitive results 

presented above. Indeed, Abdullah et al., (2015) explain in their paper that, in general, 

increased public spending on education benefits children from richer classes more than those 

from poorer classes. This discrimination in investment decisions contributes to exacerbating 

the gaps between the educational attainment of children from the two social classes, which 

later leads to strong inequalities between their incomes, as the children of the rich will 

accumulate more years of good quality education and thus take up better-paid jobs, while the 

children of the poor, who do not have the same opportunities, will drop out of school very 

early and subsequently take up low-paid jobs.  

3.3.2 Inequalities in Access to Education and Income Inequalities  

Analyses of the effects of inequalities in access to education on income inequalities use the 

standard deviation in the distribution of education (Ram, 1990; Gregorio & Lee, 2002) and 

the Gini coefficient calculated for education (Lopez et al., 1998; Checchi, 2001) as proxies 

for inequalities in access to education. In this literature, a first group of researchers finds that 

inequalities in access to education underlie high income inequalities, while the second group 

concludes instead that the effects are statistically insignificant.  

Building on the work of the first group, Becker & Chiswick (1966), Chiswick (1971), Park 

(1996), Checchi (2001), Gregorio & Lee (2002), Jenkins & Van Kerm (2006), 
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Rodríguez-Pose & Tselios (2009), Chani et al., (2014). Furthermore, Jamal & Khan (2003) 

also found from the case of Pakistan, the existence of a positive correlation between income 

inequalities and those related to access to education. Similar results were obtained by Yang 

(2002) in his analysis of the effects of inequalities in access to education on income 

inequalities in China. For the cases of the United States and the Organization for Economic 

Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries respectively, Becker & Chiswick (1966) 

and Földvári & Leeuwen (2010) also find a positive relationship between inequality in access 

to education and income inequality.  

Focusing on the results of the second group, Chani et al., (2014) showed from the case of 

Pakistan that inequalities in access to education do not have statistically significant effects on 

income inequalities. Based on an analysis conducted using panel data, Castelló-Climent et al., 

(2014) also concluded in their analysis that high inequalities in the distribution of human 

capital around the world have hardly exacerbated differences in individuals' income. They 

explain this result by arguing that increasing returns to education and exogenous forces such 

as technological progress have offset the amplifying effects of inequalities in access to 

education on income inequality.  

The differences in the nature of the results presented in this section can be clearly understood 

through the explanations provided in the work of Knight & Sabot (1983). The latter show that 

the expansion of education can affect the distribution of income through two effects: the 

composition effect and the compression effect. In explaining the two above-mentioned effects, 

they consider an economy composed of two groups of individuals: a first group composed of 

more educated individuals and another whose individuals are relatively less educated. The 

expansion of education in this case initially leads to a composition effect which results in an 

increase in the size of the group of better educated individuals, which initially tends to 

increase the level of income inequality. The compression effect occurs when the supply of 

labor exceeds the demand. This situation will lead to a decrease in the premium for better 

educated workers and thus cause a reduction in the income gap between individuals 

belonging to the two groups.  

3.4 Human Capital, Poverty and Well-Being  

In this section, we first discuss the relationship between education and poverty and secondly, 

we present the effects of education on well-being. As in the previous sections, education is 

used here also as a proxy for human capital.  

3.4.1 Human Capital and Poverty  

In poverty reduction strategies, human capital from education is presented as a fundamental 

determinant (Moyo et al., 2022; Rashid et al., 2022; Aref, 2011; Abdulahi, 2008; Echeverría, 

1998). Indeed, education provides individuals with skills and abilities that enable them to 

take up better-paid jobs. The resulting increase in income levels naturally reduces poverty in 

both its absolute and relative dimensions. Throughout this section, the focus will be on the 

absolute dimension of poverty, which is defined as the lack of financial resources necessary 

to maintain a certain minimum standard of living in a society. In what follows, we first 
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present a synthesis of the findings of the work linking education and poverty based on 

information collected at the global country level. We then discuss the findings of the work on 

the effects of education on poverty based on data collected in rural areas, where poverty rates 

are highest.  

In human capital theory, it is widely documented that nations cannot develop without 

substantial investment in education (Sen, 1998; Tilak, 2002). Indeed, education, by improving 

income levels, not only reduces poverty levels but also improves the quality of life of 

individuals. For example, Appleton (2001) used the case of Uganda to show that the 

improvement in the standard of living and the reduction of poverty in the 1990s was more 

rapid among educated people. He also points out that high poverty rates in African countries 

are due to low levels of investment in education. Similar results were also found by Bloom et 

al., (2006) in their analysis of the effects of education on poverty in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Other research studies including those conducted by Echeverría (1998), Abdulahi (2008), 

Navaratnam (1986), Babatunde & Adefabi (2005) have also concluded that education plays 

an important role in the poverty reduction process in developing countries.  

In addition to analyses at the broader country level, other studies have also looked at the 

relationship between education and poverty in rural areas. Among these studies, the work of 

Aref (2011) has highlighted the role of education in reducing poverty in rural areas. 

Furthermore, the analysis conducted by Chaudhry & Rahman (2009) based on the case of 

rural Pakistan also highlighted the importance of education in reducing poverty in rural 

households. Finally, the findings of Tilak (2002) & Ahmad et al., (2005) are consistent with 

those discussed above on the inverse relationship between education and poverty in rural 

areas. In all these studies, the effect of education on poverty is channeled through the positive 

effects of farmers' education on farm income.  

3.4.2 Human Capital and Well-Being  

In the previous sections, we have seen that education improves the income level of 

individuals. The increase in the level of induced income improves the level of well-being 

thanks to the possibility of financing more consumption expenditure on food and non-food 

goods. The work of Handa et al., (2004), Angelopoulos et al., (2007) and Bosi et al., (2020) 

highlights this positive effect of education on welfare. Furthermore, studies conducted by 

Navaratnam (1986), Appleton (2001), Babatunde and Adefabi (2005), Abdulahi (2008), Cai 

et al., (2008) ; Boncompte & Peredes (2020); Zhang (2021) also conclude that education is a 

necessary condition for the improvement of the well-being of the individual, the community 

and the all society. The positive effect of education on well-being in their work is mediated 

by the positive effects of education on income, health, political stability, equity in income 

distribution, reduction of unemployment and poverty.  

4. Limitations and Research Perspectives  

As mentioned above, this paper draws on work that uses education as a proxy for human 

capital. However, the World Bank defines human capital as the set of knowledge, skills and 

health conditions that individuals accumulate throughout their lives, and which enable them 
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to realize their full potential as productive members of society. In view of this definition, 

limiting human capital to the sole measure of education would be very restrictive; hence the 

need to use a composite index that takes into account several dimensions. Furthermore, in the 

above discussion, we have limited ourselves to analyses of the relationship between human 

capital and agricultural productivity, economic growth, income inequality, poverty and 

well-being. There is much other work that explores other aspects related to human capital. 

Work on the analysis of the effects of education on the productivity of non-agricultural firms, 

political stability, corruption, unemployment, etc. has not been included.  

In order to fill the gap in the measurement of human capital through the quantity of education 

alone, new human capital indices are used in the recent literature. These indices combine, for 

example, information on health, quality and quantity of education, quantity of education, age 

and life expectancy (Kraay, 2018; Collin & Weil, 2020; Kafando, 2019; Kafando & 

Boccanfuso, 2020). It would therefore now be interesting to analyze the effects of human 

capital using an index that integrates quality-adjusted education, health, and skills acquired 

through work experience. Some work (Collin & Weil, 2020; Kafando, 2020) has already 

begun in this direction. These works use the new World Bank index (Kraay, 2018) to conduct 

an analysis of the effects of human capital from a normative approach. In this literature, 

Collin & Weil (2020), Kafando & Boccanfuso (2020), etc. have used a variant of the new 

World Bank index to predict economic growth and poverty dynamics. More concretely, these 

authors have tried to see how improving the level of human capital improves the level of 

economic growth and reduces the level of poverty over time. Research perspectives can be 

considered based on the new World Bank Human Capital Index. For example, it might be 

interesting to see how future changes in this new index or a variant of it affect the dynamics 

of income inequality or enable more inclusive growth.  

5. Conclusion  

The results of the research presented in this article allow us to conclude that an improvement 

in the level of education leads, ceteris paribus, to an increase in income. The increase in the 

level of income in turn reduces poverty and improves the wellbeing of individuals. The work 

presented has also allowed us to deduce that there is a lack of consensus on the analysis of 

the effects of education on economic growth and on income inequality. The origin of these 

contradictions is generally explained by differences in the structure of economies and in the 

quality of education received by individuals. In the body of work discussed, it also emerges 

that education is the measure used to approximate human capital. Since the human capital of 

an individual takes into account several other dimensions (health, acquired experience, 

quality and quantity of education, etc.), the sole measure of education cannot be a good proxy. 

In order to take this limitation into account, the recent literature relies on new composite 

indices to proxy human capital. Although this article is titled, Systematic Review of the 

Literature on Human Capital Effects, it does not take into account studies of the effects of education 

on agricultural productivity and many other economic aspects. This article presents some research 

perspectives to guide researchers interested in the subject. To this end, we propose, for example, to use the 

new World Bank index (or a variant) to analyze the effects of human capital on income inequality and 

inclusive growth using a normative approach.  
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